Join Larry Cohen for a Spectacular

Fall Foliage Bridge Cruise
Canada & New England
Montreal to Ft. Lauderdale
on Holland America’s ms Maasdam
October 6-19, 2012
GRATUITIES, TAXES AND LARRY’S DAILY BRIDGE PROGRAM INCLUDED
13 Days from only $2142 per person

A great Fall treat! Sail with Larry for 13 days
of Autumn glory. The itinerary ranges from
cosmopolitan Montréal to the magnificent vistas of the mighty St. Lawrence River and the
Canadian Maritimes, and on to the historic
charms of Bar Harbor, Maine. Flaming foliage,
blue skies, sightseeing, and superb bridge—
who could ask for more?
Our bridge cruises are our most popular sailings and cruising and learning with Larry is
fun and friendly. Greet old friends, make new
ones, enjoy a stunning East Coast getaway.

Highlights
• Daily Larry lectures with VuGraph
projection screen
• Daily duplicates
• Private cocktail party
• Gratuities, taxes and Bridge included
in the price

Get onboard.
Call Alice Travel: 800-229-2542

Larry Cohen is well known
among bridge enthusiasts for
his ability to make learning
fun. He always spices his lectures with humor and shares
his expert knowledge in an
informal style that’s easy to follow.
A superb bridge cruise host, Larry makes himself available to his guests 24/7.
Larry is the only bridge teacher who uses the VuGraph
presentation screen in his lectures, allowing his students to see the hands being played.
Larry has lectured on land and at sea all over the world and is
one of the most popular bridge teachers. He has also written
award-winning bridge software as well as several best-selling
publications: To Bid or Not to Bid about the LAW Of Total
Tricks and the sequel, Following the LAW. Larry’s latest book,
published in 2009, is My Favorite 52.

Aboard the Maasdam
At 720', the ms Maasdam,
stunnningly renovated this past
April, accommodates fewer guests
in more space than ships of similar size. The ship’s theme recalls
the historic exploits of the Dutch
East and West India Companies
and boasts an impressive collection of art reflecting this period, as well as a wealth of modern sculptures and paintings. Dining is a delicious adventure, with many
cuisines and venues to choose from: the elegant Main Dining Room,
the intimate Pinnacle Grill, and the informal Lido Restaurant. Beautifully appointed cabins offer top-of-the-line comforts: massage showers
and soothing bath amenities, flat-panel TV/DVD players, complimentary fresh fruits. Service on Holland America is in a class by itself.

Brilliant Foliage and Unique Ports
Oct. 6, 2012 - Depart Montréal, Canada, and Scenic Cruising
on the St. Lawrence River. The French-English flavor of Montréal
is captivating—the cobblestones of the lamp-lit Old City, heavenly
Notre-Dame Basilica, street fairs in Place Jacques-Cartier.
Oct. 7, 2012 Québec City and
Scenic Cruising at
Saguenay Fjord. A
tree-lined “ChampsElysées”, great cuisine, the lilt of
French, a grand
château on the
river…Canada, or is
it France? It’s both–a
French bastion in North America, and a city of great charm.
Oct. 8, 2012 - Saguenay. An arts and crafts center, Saguenay is a
traveler’s entree to some of the best scenery in North America: majestic fjords, rocky capes and picturesque hamlets are all here.
Oct. 9, 2012 - Baie-Comeau. A beautifully situated town at the
meeting of the Mancouagan and Saint Lawrence Rivers, with much
to offer: visit the lovely Quartier Sainte-Amélie, learn about wildlife
at the Maison de la Faune. Or see the new Centre Boréal, a fascinating Glacier Center, to experience a simulated glacier in motion.

Oct. 11, 2012 - Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island. The small
but historic capital of PEI is perfect for a walking tour, shopping,
and a fine seaside lobster lunch.
Oct. 12, 2012 - Sydney, Nova Scotia. The port for the Cape Breton region of Nova Scotia is a center for many rewarding excursions.
Suggestions: the 18th century Fortress of Louisbourg, Bras D’Or
Lakes Tour, the Cape Breton Mine Experience.
Oct. 13, 2012 Halifax. Maritime
scenery at its finest:
craggy coasts, stunning Peggy’s Cove,
and the restored village of Lunenburg.
Oct. 14, 2012 - Bar
Harbor, Maine.
Once an exclusive summer resort of America’s elite, Bar Harbor is an
artists’ enclave and the gateway to Acadia National Park. If lobster
is your thing, this is where...
Oct. 15, 2012 - at sea
Oct. 16, 2012 - at sea
Oct. 17, 2012 - at sea

Oct. 10, 2012 - Gaspé and Scenic Cruising at Gaspé Bay. With
a rugged coastline dotted with fishing villages and lighthouses, the
Gaspé is a vast wildlife haven. Caribou and elk roam freely, eagles
and puffins fly over quiet coves. Marvel at Percé Rock and watch as
this geologic wonder changes color as the sun travels across the sky.

Oct. 18, 2012 - Port Canaveral, Florida. For the excursionminded, Port Canaveral is near both trendy Cocoa Beach and the
Kennedy Space Center, both great options for a break from bridge.
Oct. 19, 2012 - Disembark, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

Prices include Bridge Program, Taxes and Prepaid Gratuities
Category
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Interior K

Cabin size

225**

225**
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181
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181
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*Double
Occupancy

$3604

$3524

$2944

$2542

$2492

$2442

$2342

$2292

$2142

Single Price

$6563

$6403

$4323

$3711

$3631

$3551

$3391

$3311

$3071

*Priced per person double occupancy.

You must book with Alice
Travel to participate in the
bridge program.

Government fee additional $193.57 pp.

**Includes private veranda

Prices subject to change.

ALICE TRAVEL
277 Fairfield Road, Suite 218 • Fairfield, NJ 07004

(973) 439-1700 • (800) 229-2542
www.AliceTravel.com • e-mail: sales@AliceTravel.com

In the event that Larry Cohen is unable to travel or attend scheduled functions due to illness or circumstances beyond our control,Alice Travel will not be liable, and no
refunds for such inability to travel or attend functions and events will be owed by Alice Travel.Applicable cancellation penalties will apply. Alice Travel will attempt to provide a lecturer of equal caliber.

